UNITE AGAINST THE CYCLE.

We Have a Greater Impact When We Live United
On September 16, 2017, hundreds of people will come together at locations across the Valley to spend the day making a difference.

Volunteers will be part of breaking the cycle of poverty that creates profound struggles for families in our communities – homelessness, hunger, lack of quality education and financial insecurity.

Our goal is to mobilize thousands of community members and Unite for a DAY OF ACTION.

Take Action

Together, We Will Make a Difference
United Way will focus its efforts in specific Maricopa County communities for greatest impact. Those areas include:

- Central City
- South Phoenix
- Glendale
- Guadalupe
- Maryvale

You will have the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the communities we work with; as the best solutions come within those very communities.

REGISTER TODAY AT VSUW.ORG/DAYOFACTION

For questions or additional information about UNITE: A DAY OF ACTION, email volunteer@vsuw.org
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